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Legends of Barsaive Primer

L
egends of Barsaive is meant to be a living campaign: a campaign setting shared 
by many tables. A Legends of Barsaive character should begin at First Circle 
and be created using the quick start Character Generation packet. Alternately, 

prospective players can pick up any of the pre-generated characters in the Earthdawn 
4th Edition Player’s Guide.

The rest of this document describes the setting and special rules for Legends of 
Barsaive adventures. Initially, adventures will take place in and around the frontier 
town of Haven. As Legends of Barsaive progresses, the players will find themselves 
embroiled in the politics of the ruined city.

This document is intended for players and Gamemasters alike.

THE SETTING
Parlainth

Parlainth was once a jewel in the crown of Thera. As the Scourge approached, 
Theran wizards not only constructed a mighty citadel, but also erased Parlainth 
from memory and hid the entire city on a different plane. Unfortunately, things did 
not go as planned and Horrors destroyed everyone trapped within the walls. After 
the Scourge, a small group of adepts (aided by both Throalic historians and blood 
warders) brought the city back into existence. The Horror-ravaged and infested ruins 
are uninhabitable.

Haven
After decades of poorly documented excavations and countless deaths, a troll 

Named Torgak carved out a small corner of Parlainth, turning it into the village of 
Haven. He designed it as an outpost and mustering point for adventurers seeking 
to test their luck within the ruins. The businesses in place also ensured that Torgak 
received a percentage from each successful venture into Parlainth. 

Before long, Haven was a bustling community filled with a steady stream of 
adepts looking to strike it rich. In the rest of Barsaive, nations rebuilt, alliances were 
forged, and wars were fought. While many nations were interested in what the ruins 
contained, Haven remained independent and prospered. In the past decade it has 
more than doubled in population, to around 2,500 Namegivers. These rough-and-
tumble frontier types have crammed themselves within Haven’s walls, leaving only 
the most desperate to make camp in the shadow of Parlainth. Where Barsaive is a 
world being tamed, Parlainth remains a wild beast.

POLITICAL FACTIONS
There are two ongoing questions of identity within Haven. The first is a question 

of which larger political power to support. The anti-slavery opinions of the majority 
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see the community siding with Throal. Still, the average Havenite doesn’t trust anyone 
too far and most prefer their independence. The second question is the brewing 
struggle for leadership within Haven. Torgak’s steady hand has been wavering of late 
and some think it is time for change.

Nations
Blood Wood
When blood warders pass through Haven, their disdain threatens to cause more 

than a few fights. In their wake, rumors fly. Many Havenites are quick to share their 
conspiracy theories tinged with anger or fear, only after a  glance over the shoulder to 
ensure no blood elves are in earshot. In the midst of the rumor mill, it’s still possible 
to pick out some truths. First, the powers of Blood Wood show a keen interest in 
Parlainth. Second, the blood elves are looking for something in the ruins. Third, 
despite their contempt their coin is good and the elves are content to let Havenites 
govern themselves. Finally, to some most alarmingly, whenever Thera and Throal butt 
heads in or around Parlainth, the elves seem to be in the right place at the right time 
to benefit. 

Thera
Officially, losing a second war to reclaim her rebellious province has ended Thera’s 

ambitions in Barsaive. Despite once being the symbol of Theran rule in Barsaive, the 
Empire has no known plans to reclaim the corrupted city, though they are interested 
in the magical artifacts in still holds. A few merchants sympathetic to Parlainth’s 
pre-Scourge rulers remain, forging relationships with adventurers, purchasing lost 
relics, downplaying the brutal reputation of the Empire, and working to make Haven 
a better place to live. These upstanding citizens are quick to point out they serve in 
no capacity as Theran agents. Some whisper a Haven sympathetic to Thera would 
be the perfect staging ground for reclaiming Parlainth, which would give them a 
new base of operations in the province. Many fear Thera would see Haven destroyed 
before allowing it to officially ally with Throal, telling tales of rebellious cities in other 
provinces leveled by airships. Of course, that’s all hearsay Officially, Thera’s days in 
Haven are done. 

Throal
The easiest barometer of Haven’s feelings on Throal is a trip through the open-air 

market. Amid the cries of peddlers hawking wares and the curt tones of adventurers 
negotiating the sale of hard-won artifacts from the ruins, debates rage back and 
forth on just what Haven means to Throal. A cash cow? A symbolic insult to Thera? A 
new colony to exploit? A new military base? A new battleground for the squabbling 
noble houses of the dwarf kingdom? Ideas fly back and forth, with a new argument 
around every corner in the marketplace. Here an adventurer claims Throal’s ideals 
are admirable, but political realities rarely match such lofty goals, especially with the 
kingdom licking its wounds after their hard-won victory against Thera. A town guard 
points out increased trade and military protection would almost certainly mean a loss 
of the independence Havenites enjoy. A merchant insinuates the political infighting 
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among Throal’s noble houses is worse than ever. The unspoken question, however, 
is the largest concern on everyone’s mind: “If Throal takes over Haven, who truly 
benefits?”

Leaders
Torgak
This troll has been called many things including a bully, a shrewd businessman, 

and a reluctant hero, but never a fool. Torgak seems to believe might makes right, 
so he makes sure to keep most of the might on his side. With the rapidly expanding 
population of Haven, however, Torgak’s grip seems to be slipping. It is clear the troll 
is getting on in years, but he seems to have no intention of letting his hard work go to 
some foolish politicians. The headman has been seen around the city with his nephew 
Rugash. Most believe Torgak is grooming the boy for leadership and the aging troll is 
looking for a way to stabilize the town as much as possible before he is forced to pass 
on the reins.

Association of Unaffiliated Explorers
The AUE has been trying to remove Torgak for years and hold public elections 

for mayor. They have put forth a variety of candidates that have, one after another, 
respectfully declined the role. Currently the group has two new personalities lined up 
to fight the good fight against Torgak, a human woman named Wyeta and a dwarf man 
named Fresin. Both candidates are politicians to their core. The AUE is well meaning, 
but tends to spread itself too thin, attempting to accomplish many goals and coming 
away with few successes. Their work often seems amateurish and poorly thought out. 
However, with Torgak’s advancing age and weakening position, they may finally have 
a shot at holding elections. They have confidence one of their candidates could easily 
defeat Torgak and his cronies in any fair election.

ADVENTURING COMPANIES
There are five organizations in Haven to which people can belong. Collectively 

these organizations are known as the adventuring companies. These companies 
are well known and generally trusted throughout the northern regions of Barsaive. 
In addition to their individual goals, each company seeks to maintain a diverse 
membership. Adepts who join these causes are regularly sent on adventures to further 
the company’s political, philosophical, or financial objectives. Swearing a blood oath 
to an adventuring company can be a powerful boon to a novice adept, but it is not 
without its drawbacks.

Freelance Adepts
 Adepts operating on their own find themselves without discounts, without 

penalties, and without obligations. At the novice tier it is easy to find mentors within 
Haven, though getting introductions to higher Circle mentors may be more of a 
challenge down the line. A freelance adept has no limits on joining Named Groups. 
In addition, they may submit their journals to Throal on their own behalf, gaining 
the standard 10% silver and 5% Legend Point awards at the end of each mission. 
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